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Friday Is Deadline for Statewide Prof Strike
Press Cahill for Salary Hike

By Helene Zuckerbrod
City Editor

TRENTON — Teachers in New Jersey’s six state colleges will strike if the Cahill administration does not meet their salary demands by Fri., Feb. 20.

On that day, representatives of the faculties of all six schools will meet with the state Board of Education to sign a “memorandum agreement on monetary issues which have not been resolved,” according to a faculty spokesman.

Round-the-clock negotiations have been in effect since 11 a.m. Mon., Feb. 16. This is the result of telegrams sent by the Board of Trustees of the Association of New Jersey State College Faculties, the faculty bargaining agent, to Gov. William T. Cahill, Chancellor of Higher Education Ralph A. Dungan, members of the State Board of Higher Education and state college presidents. The negotiations will continue until a satisfactory agreement is reached.

The ANJSCEF is seeking the following salary ranges:

- Full professor — from the present $21,558 to $28,026.
- Assoc. professor — from the present $17,735 to $23,075.
- Instructor — from the present $11,431 to $14,861.

“Higher education must expand because we are so far behind other states that it is pathetic,” said Mr. James Pettegrove, professor of English and organizer of MSC’s delegation to the Feb. 12 mass meeting which resulted in a march to the offices of the governor and the department of education.

According to Dr. David Duclos, ANJSCEF president, there is a “general dissatisfaction and unrest” among the faculty members who feel the negotiations with representatives of the state board have been “excessively protracted.”

The New Jersey Teacher’s Association approved bargaining agent status for a legal bargaining agent last year, said Petegrove. In existence since the 1940s it had no legal status over all six campuses until the passage of Public Law 303. Passed over former Gov. Richard J. Hughes’ veto, it provides for collective bargaining for teachers’ salaries.

Petegrove emphasized the fact that action must be taken now, because, once the budget is finalized, it will be impossible to get salary increases until next year.

See James Petegrove: Closeup
WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 18.
PHOTOGRAPHY. Montclair State College, Sprague library foyer, "Action at Work" thru Feb. 23. Mon.-Thur. 8 a.m.-10 p.m.; Fri. 9-5 p.m.; Sat. 8:30-4 p.m.; Sun. 6-10 p.m.


TWO GENERATIONS: TWO WORLDS. Paintings by E. and G. 10 a.m.

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 19.

HE UNDERGROUND BIRD. Drama probing motives of the drug addict. Catholic Center auditorium, 58 Washington Square St., 8 p.m.

TEN YEARS AFTER. Rock group performing at Senate Hall Auditorium. Walsh auditorium, South Orange, 8:30 p.m.


Saturday, February 21.
CONCERT, Barbara Mallow, cellist. Drew University, Madison Avenue, Montclair.

Wednesday, February 25.
PHOTOGRAPHY. Montclair State College, Sprague library foyer, "Action at Work" thru Feb. 23. Mon.-Thur. 8 a.m.-10 p.m.; Fri. 9-5 p.m.; Sat. 8:30-4 p.m.; Sun. 6-10 p.m.


TWO GENERATIONS: TWO WORLDS. Paintings by E. and G. 10 a.m.

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 20.

The editorial opinions expressed represent those of the executive editor and the managing editor unless otherwise signed.
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Hollywood's Alphabet Soup

In an unprecedented move by the motion picture industry, Jack Valenti announced the formation of a motion picture code, to guide parents in sending their kids to Saturday matinées. This code has been somewhat confusing and so we would like to present at least some form of explanation.

"G" — we all know that "G" films stands for Grammar or perhaps Grade School. This is the only level of education required to see one of these films, in fact, one year of grade school education may be all you need. It means that anyone may see them. Films stands for Grammar or "G"-rated film and it told the charming moral. "Oliver" was an 80-year-old grandmother does not have to get into the theatre it gets pretty gross.)

"M" — means Mature, but this stands for the film, not the filipnger. Usually a film has been given this rating because some 80-year-old grandmother does not want to see the Sistine Chapel's obscene drawings on film. This rating has recently been changed to "GP," standing for the Grand Prize that will be awarded to anyone who can spot the three seconds of film that prevented it from getting the "G" rating. "Take the Money and Run" has an "M" rating because it teaches the harsh lesson that crime never pays unpunished.

"R" — stands for Reservations, which you may have before you can get into the theatre. Usually, "R" films are the best of the lot, and thus teenagers are not allowed in without a parent. If kids could see the film without their parents, there would be no need for the Reservations.

"X" — we save the best for last, of course, and that includes "X" films which marks the spot where the long lines begin. "X" offers style for Xcitement of thousands of people flock to the theater to see it.

For example, "Popeni" was a "G"-rated film and it told the story of an 11-year-old boy in New York who didn't want to leave the ghetto environment because he wanted to stay with his girlfriend. His girlfriend's mother wanted him to move however, because she had caught him in bed together... Such a charming moral. "Oliver" was an Oscar-winning "G" film and taught us that young crooks are taught us that young crooks are ashamed to be crooks.

The boycott began last week to bring to the attention of the students for the resignation of Dr. Robert Huesler, president since September 1968, and the resignations of all members of the Board of Trustees. The resignation of the former came this weekend, in his words, "in the interest of college well-being." Huesler became the third president of the institution to resign in five years.

MSC President Thomas H. Richardson, who served as interim president this past fall while Huesler took leave of absence, expressed the hope that this latest move will help Trenton State "work out its problems."

At the news of the resignation, the campus seemed generally elated. Nick Smolney, manager of campus radio station WTSR-FM, said that this was "welcome relief" in the months of campus unrest. Student Executive Council President Jerry Pugliolo felt "generally satisfied" with the events of the weekend.

Clayton R. Brower, dean of educational services, has been named acting administrative head. One of his first actions was to reconvene classes for Tuesday, during which the student vote to end or continue the boycott was held.

Along with the announcement of the temporary replacement, the Trustees proposed the formation of an all-college advisory council and recommended to the State Board of Higher Education that the next vacancy on the Board of Trustees will be filled by a recent graduate of Trenton State.

Calm Settlement Seen at Trenton

TRENTON — A seemingly calm settlement to the disorder that has afflicted Trenton State College for the past eight months was put into effect today as students returned to classes after a weekend strike. Student voting will decide later today whether to remain in classes or resume the boycott.

ECC Demands To Officials For Approval

NEWARK — An 11-point program of student demands have been submitted to the Board of Trustees and Board of Freeholders of Essex County College.

Points listed include, among others, more work for students within the community, an established day care center for the children of ECC students and the eventual expansion of ECC into a four year institution.

"Students at ECC also are opposed to the presentation of the Humanitarian Award to J. Harry Smith, chief executive officer, by the Christian and Jewish associations," said Don Yaleran, student at ECC. He is according to Yaleran insensitive and unresponsive to students situations.

Students and members of the Newark community will picket tomorrow in front of the Robert Treat Hotel in protest of the presentation.

Staff Photo by Helene Zuckerkandl.

FIRST MILE: Jersey profs march on Trenton demanding higher wage scale. Statewide strike could erupt Fri.

Ask Speed In Loans To Collegians

By Richard De Santa Staff Reporter

NEWARK — In an attempt to provide greater independence for New Jersey students, assemblyman Philip D. Kaltenbacher (R-Essex) has introduced a bill designed to "speed the flow of loans for higher education."

"Under the bill," stated Kaltenbacher, "students 18-years-old and older will be allowed to legally bind themselves for loans made for the purpose of furthering their education."

At present, a student must be at least 21 years of age to obtain a loan without the cosignature of a parent or guardian. "Altho there have been exceptions," added Kaltenbacher, "the aim of this bill is to make financial aid available to all students."

Kaltenbacher stated that a would-be student, age 16 to 20, should not be cut off from loan money "merely because a parent cannot or will not guarantee a loan." Many qualified students who are unable to get scholarships have their educational plans thwarted by this "unjust restriction."

"Many independent young men and women, realizing the value of higher education would prefer to participate in loan programs without guarantees or other assurances of performance from their parents, have been threated.

Kaltenbacher then discussed the loan procedure under the bill. He stated that a loan would be valid only if the loan-giving agent had full certification from an institution that the applicant had been accepted at the school.

Uniformity of this bill in all states, pending its passage in New Jersey, is the next step indicated by Kaltenbacher. "This would eliminate the possibility of a conflict of law in the event that a student had to operate outside his own state," he said.

By Don Pendley Managing Editor

TRENTON -- A boost for higher education and a possible compromise with angry college faculties are major parts of a $649.4-million spending package proposed by Gov. William T. Cahill in his State budget last Monday.

Total expenditures for higher education total $198.1-million in the proposal, of which $11.4-million is earmarked for Montclair State. The MSC budget is $2,1-million more than the last year, and only $600,000 more than the MSC administration asked for.

The currently controversial teachers salary at the college level may see a boost of $11.8-million in increases and other fringe benefits for teachers and college faculties. This brings to $129.8-million the state aid in teachers fringe benefits.

Of the total for higher education, $131.7-million will be used for the operation of Rutgers University and the six state colleges, along with other state educational services. In presenting the budget, Cahill noted that nearly half the funds appropriated would go to aiding the local school districts. $319.4-million will be used for this purpose, an increase of $17-million over the current budget.

A $22.2-million proposal for operational costs for the 14-county is more than double the current $11-million. The number of students in the county colleges will increase from 26,000 to 35,000 next year.

Other sections of the budget provide for a $25. increase in aid to educate the handicapped, a $2.6-million package for adult education, and a $2.4-million total for the federal school lunch program.

Come visit the Quakers

at our meeting for worship
Sundays 11 a.m.
Montclair Monthly
Meeting of the Religious Society of Friends corner Park and Gordonhurst — Upper Montclair

discover the Quakers and you'll discover you are one yourself.
Sherry Flammer, 1970's edition of the Queen of Hearts, after her crowning Saturday evening.

Staff Photo by Jack McCarthy.

EARLY TO BED AND: Excited members of MSC frat race towards finish line Friday in Players' Bed Race, well-planned publicity for weekend's 'Flea In Her Ear.'

Staff Photo by Jack McCarthy.

"I HEREBY CHARGE YOU with contempt": Caricature of Judge Julius Hoffman parades toward the Justice Department in Manhattan Monday in protest against his 'misuse of judicial power.'

Staff Photo by David Beckwith.

IN FLIGHT ON THE KEYS: Organist of rock group Gift Shop rocks it Saturday nite at Queen of Hearts dance.

Staff Photo by Helene Zacherbrod.

LOOK OUT, TRENTON: Empty seats in auditorium of Holiday Inn, Trenton, after a teacher's rally last Thursday, may symbolize the empty classrooms of next week if professor's demands are not met.

Staff Photo by Helene Zacherbrod.
Prof's Behind a Mask

Montclair State’s “fearful” profs have decided to hide under a mask labeled “academic freedom” and to take a step backward in the bargain.

They’ve tabled compulsory faculty evaluations by students for the present semester. And the prospects for its return look bleak.

According to Ms. Mary Bredemier, a spokesman for the faculty evaluation committee and an assistant education professor, many of the college’s faculty feel that student review of campus profs would hinder academic freedom. Further, she says, many faculty members don’t have the time or don’t even want to be bothered with evaluation forms.

What’s needed here is a definition of terms. It seems to us that if some profs don’t have the time to read the written opinions of their students, they shouldn’t bother to teach.

Let’s Define Terms

What’s meant by “academic freedom” in this case? Who knows. Apparently, it’s a watery, baseless cop-out on the part of MSC’s anti-evaluation profs.

We view academic freedom as a chance to express one’s opinion. Obviously some profs just can’t get this thru their ivy-clogged heads.

We suggest that the faculty evaluation committee buckle down to some common sense sessions. The obvious issue here is not “academic freedom” but a fear the same profs might be discovered as incompetents thru published student evaluations.

It’s Not a Joke Anymore

It is the oldest joke in the world to see a white-haired old prophet crying out “Prepare to meet thy doom.” That joke is ceasing to be funny for anyone who takes a serious look at what the atomic age is doing to our world.

The facts are plain enough. As presented by The Argonaut, the official publication of the Sierra Club, organized to protect our natural resources, some of them are: overpopulation, predictions that 7 or 8 billion people will inhabit this earth by the year 2000; fertilizers kill the natural soil; detergents in our oceans make them unusable; DDT in our forests kill the animals; automobile, industrial and jet exhausts will make us retreat to the safety of a gas mask; and even if we make it then, the increasing heat of our planet, brought about by atomic energy and carbon dioxide, will melt the polar ice caps and our coastline will become the new Atlantis.

But it is not hopeless. The pessimism of the above evidence need not be there if America decides to do something constructive and stop the Age of Annihilation.

April 22 is a national teach-in day to bring the plight of our environment to a head. Thousands of college students are spearheading the effort of environmental education.

If your eyes ever began to water on a perfectly clear day, it must be time to do something.
Haven. (Bay) - The Larry Miller isn’t in college anymore. He has worked on hundreds of term papers and masters’ theses the past year. Most of the work he did at the “Weinstein Research Agency” in Bridgeport, Conn. Working with a team of 10 full and part time “ghostwriters” (MA’s and PhD’s), they prepare papers for students, mostly from the Bridgeport area.

Rates for graduate papers are $2.75 per page plus expenses and $1.75 per undergraduate papers. Topics are submitted to the agency and within two hours the paper is ready.

An article by Hank Levine of the Yale Daily News quoted Weinstein (Miller) as saying: “We always try to give every order. It’s amazing how good professors are at remembering papers they have seen.”

“Don’t Worry ‘bout Me” and "The Need for Better Communications" by Levine. They have low overhead and 65% of all money taken in is profit.

"Frankly, I think he shows a good old-fashioned respect of American business initiative,” says Levine. "He told me he is a political person only wish I had thought of it.”

By Robert Watson

SGA Considers a ‘Democratic’ Senate

A group known as project CATCH (Community Action Through Community Help) composed of 22 undergraduates from across the U.S., will study small-group behavior, social organization and interpersonal relations in the morning. They will go into the inner-city during afternoons and evenings, according to Dr. Verchick, assistant sociologist directing the two-month program at Georgetown University.

She explained that the program was founded because “a university has to prepare a student for future living. If we don’t run into major conflicts, we won’t consider ourselves successful.”

Local black community leaders will meet with students at CATCH “as part of breaking down cultural communications barriers and strengthening each student’s understanding and sensitivity to others.”

The CATCH house will be the center of all activities, stated Dr. Maz. "It will be a total immersion machinery," according to SGA President Kenneth Trayan.

The proposal, drawn up by Trayan, combines student and faculty representation in a policy-making senate. The senate would function as an “internal board of trustees.” Trayan explained, and would “develop policy from a student-involved perspective.” In his plan the senate would balance the administrative approach to the college community.

"The details of the number of representatives from the faculty and the students at which point they have been decided,” Trayan continued, "nor has the manner in which they were selected.

In addition to the senate, the governing body would include an advisory council. Its function would be to advise the governing body on matters concerning the college’s trust funds. Trayan explained, and would "develop policy from a student-involved perspective.” In his plan the senate would balance the administrative approach to the college community.

"The details of the number of representatives from the faculty and the students at which point they have been decided,” Trayan continued, “nor has the manner in which they were selected.

In addition to the senate, the governing body would include an advisory council. Its function would be to advise the governing body on matters concerning the college’s trust funds. Trayan explained, and would "develop policy from a student-involved perspective.” In his plan the senate would balance the administrative approach to the college community.

"The details of the number of representatives from the faculty and the students at which point they have been decided,” Trayan continued, “nor has the manner in which they were selected.

In addition to the senate, the governing body would include an advisory council. Its function would be to advise the governing body on matters concerning the college’s trust funds. Trayan explained, and would “develop policy from a student-involved perspective.” In his plan the senate would balance the administrative approach to the college community.
By Richard Davison
Staff Reporter

While on the Road . . .

Gymnasts Score Two, Lose One

The Delaware fans acted slightly bewildered at the sounds of "We got the fever ... ." coming from the top of the bleachers as the Indians appeared on the floor.

The Indians, in a double duo meet Saturday, defeated West Virginia University and William and Mary College at Montclair College after losing Friday nite to Slippery Rock State College.

In the double meet MSC scored 139.2, West Virginia 110.3 and Williams and Mary 86.35. The defeat Friday nite was the first in eight meets for MSC. Coach Orlick's squad needs only one win to break the old record 9-2 set last year. There are three meets remaining in the season.

Terry Orlick
MSC Coach

In the double meet on Saturday, MSC, lead by captain Dave Green, captured five of the six events with first place marks. Green took floor exercise with a score of 7.55 and high bar with a score of 8.7. Other first place winners for MSC were Joe Garreffa in side horse, Russ Spencer in long horse and Nels Jensen in parallel bars. During the meet MSC swept the first four places in side horse and long horse.

In Saturday's meet, the Indians registered their highest score of the season, 139.2. The previous high for the season was against Southern Connecticut with the score of 134.1.

Friday night Spencer won the long horse with a score of 8.3, the only event that MSC won against Slippery Rock. MSC lost the meet 125.4-122. Montclair is now 9-2 on the season, West Virginia dropped to 4-6 while William and Mary is now 1-6. Slippery Rock, one of the top teams in the east, is now 7-1.

Contact lenses are made of modern plastics which have entirely different characteristics than the tissues and fluids of the eye. Consequently your eye cannot handle this foreign object without help.

So, in order to correct for your eye's deficiency, you have to use lens solutions to make your contacts and your eyes compatible.

There was a time when you needed two or more separate solutions to properly modify and care for your contacts, making them ready for your eyes. But now there's Lensine from the makers of Murine Lensine, for contact comfort and convenience.

Lensine is the one solution for complete contact lens care. Just a drop or two of Lensine coats and lubricates your lens. This allows the lens to float more freely in the natural fluids of your eye. Why? Because Lensine is an "isotonic" solution very much like your own tears. Lensine is compatible with the eye.

Cleaning your contacts with Lensine rather than water doesn't dilute or change the effective strength of the Lensine. And soaking your contacts in Lensine between wearing periods assures you of proper lens hygiene. You get a free soaking-storing case with individual lens compartments on the bottom of every bottle of Lensine.

It has been demonstrated that improper storage between wearings permits the growth of bacteria on the lens. This is a sure cause of eye irritation and, in some cases, can endanger your vision. Bacteria cannot grow in Lensine because it's sterile, self-sanitizing, and antiseptic.

Let caring for your contacts be as convenient as wearing them. Get some Lensine... Moment's little helper.